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The story of John Chang, the first man to be documented performing pyrokinesis, telekinesis,

levitation, telepathy, and other paranormal abilities.  â€¢ The author, a mechanical engineer,

provides scientific explanations of how these powers work.  â€¢ For the first time, the discipline of

Mo-Pai is introduced to the West.  In 1988 the documentary Ring of Fire was released to great

acclaim. The most startling sequence in the film is that of a Chinese-Javanese acupuncturist who

demonstrates his full mastery of the phenomenon of chi, or bio-energy, by generating an electrical

current within his body, which he uses first to heal the filmmaker of an eye infection and then to set

a newspaper on fire with his hand. Ring of Fire caused thousands to seek out this individual, John

Chang, in pursuit of instruction. Of the many Westerners who have approached him, John Chang

has accepted five as apprentices. Kosta Danaos is the second of those five.  In his years of study

with John Chang, Danaos has witnessed and experienced pyrokinesis, telekinesis, levitation,

telepathy, and much more exotic phenomena. He has spoken with spirits and learned the secrets of

reincarnation. Most important, he has learned John Chang's story. John Chang is the direct heir to

the lineage of the sixth-century b.c. sage Mo-Tzu, who was Confucius's greatest rival. His discipline,

called the Mo-Pai, is little-known in the West and has never before been the subject of a book. Now,

John Chang has decided to bridge the gap between East and West by allowing a book to be

published revealing the story of his life, his teachings, and his powers. It will surely expedite what

may well become the greatest revolution of the twenty-first century--the verification and study of

bio-energy.
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Kostas Danaos' story about THE MAGUS OF JAVA became possible when he started out on a

quest to track down the man he saw in a documentary film called, "Ring of Fire", who could start

fires by intently focusing yin and yang energy onto a small pile of papers. I also saw this spectacular

film footage, and was quite impressed by it -- it was the most memorable and amazing part of the

whole film.Danaos was so moved by seeing the film of the mysterious man with the pyrokinetic

powers that he set out from his homeland in Greece to find him, and ask if he would accept Danaos

as a student. Fortunately for us, Danaos succeeded. His book tells the story of how the amazing

Chinese-Javanese acupuncturist and martial artist John Chang came to be "The Magus of Java",

and includes some highly personal accounts of his early training with his neikung master.Many

people will be skeptical that there are individuals who can train themselves to levitate, be telepathic,

and have precise control over telekinetic abilities. If you cannot suspend your disbelief, this book

might be unsettling to you. Since I have personally experienced a wide range of rather amazing

incidents (including putting my hand through several layers of clothing I was wearing to touch my

own bare skin underneath), overwhelming doubt is not an impediment to my keeping an open mind

about the remarkable claims made by Kostas Danaos of John Chang's abilities.What sets THE

MAGUS OF JAVA apart is the way Danaos presents the concept of learning to work with yin and

yang energy as being the key to mastering one's ability to extend the powers of one's mind beyond

one's body. Only limited results are possible when we work with just yang energy -- while incredible

things are possible with a combination of yin and yang.
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